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PREFACE 
This special collection of papers on practical artificial intelligence systems represents a sample 
of the variety of research efforts of active researchers in the field. Some of the articles are 
survey and tutorial in part, while others outline the details of particular approaches to particular 
application endeavours. Together they form a “relatively” self contained set of materials which 
should be of interest to novices and experienced researchers alike. This collection of 8 articles 
representing 16 researchers, which addresses some of the important issues in the design of 
practical artificial intelligence systems includes selections from engineers, philosophers, psy- 
chologists, linguists, medical doctors and (predominately) computing scientists. 
This collection contains papers on computer languages for artificial intelligence applica- 
tions, including some new languages such as NIAL and CSRL. An issue-laden paper on what 
is necessary to represent and organise knowledge for large realistic planning domains kicks off 
a round of specific applications which employ practical artificial intelligence systems techniques. 
The first application reported describes a natural language query system for a PROLOG database. 
This discussion is followed by a paper which investigates problems in the domain of “model- 
driven” computational vision. The application of artificial intelligence within education, with 
particular emphasis on systems which assist educational diagnosis and assessment is presented. 
This paper is followed by a comparative study of two systems utilised in medical diagnosis 
expert systems, MDX and MYCIN, in order to study the relationship between the domain 
characteristics and problem solving approaches of the two systems. 
It is our hope that these articles will inform, educate, and engender interest in artificial 
intelligence approaches to building practical “intelligent” computing systems. For those with 
only a passing interest in this research, this special collection should serve to introduce some 
of the issues surrounding the design of such systems as well as an introduction to the depth 
and diversity of research efforts in the field. 
The challenges of putting this special issue together were, at times, frustrating. We owe 
each contributor a debt of gratitude, first for writing a new and original article for this collection 
and also for rewriting, editing and reviewing. 
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